Background and Purpose: The degree of internal carotid stenosis has emerged as the most important predictor of ischemic stroke in extracranial carotid artery disease. The purpose of this study was to assess
In contrast to more subtle angiographic or ultrasonographic features of internal carotid artery (ICA) atherosclerotic lesions, such as "ulcerated surface,"'1-3 calcification, or other echomorphologic findings,3 the severity of ICA luminal narrowing has been shown to be prognostically and therapeutically relevant, at least in symptomatic patients.4,5 Both of these ongoing trials45 are using intra-arterial angiography as the only method to quantify ICA stenosis. [4] [5] [6] [7] (Fig 1), Recordings for all patients (120 ICAs) were performed using a pulsed-wave 4:0-MHz Doppler instrumentation (TC2000S, EME, Uberlingen, FRG). This device was preferred over that used for CDDI because it offers a more accurate fast-Fourier transform spectrum analysis and the option of off-line calculations. The hand-held Doppler probe was positioned over the CCA bifurcation and directed cephalad so that the maximum ICA peak velocity was recorded and stored. All examinations were carried out and evaluated by one observer (M.S.).
Magnetic Resonance Angiography
This examination was performed on 50 patients (100 ICAs) using a 1.5-T whole-body scanner (Magnetom 63SP, Siemens, Erlangen, FRG) and a Helmholtz neck coil as transmitter and receiver. Ten of the 60 study patients could not be examined because of claustrophobia, cardiac pacemaker, or refusal by the patient. We (Fig 2) . Sensitivities, specificities, and predictive values of CW Doppler analysis, CDDI, and MRA in detecting high-grade (70% to 99%) ICA stenosis or occlusion were high but differed between methods (Tables 1 and 2 ).
The interpretation of the audible CW Doppler signal as well as the determination of the maximum peak flow velocity using pulsed-wave Doppler spectral analysis failed to reliably detect or exclude <60% ICA stenosis (Fig 2A and 2B) . Likewise, CDDI correlated poorly with intra-arterial angiography in this lower percentage range of ICA narrowing (Fig 2C) , where MRA corresponded best with invasive angiography (Fig 2D) .
In the 60% to 99% range of stenosis, CW Doppler, CDDI, and MRA correlated strongly with intra-arterial angiography, as illustrated by Fig 2A, 2C , and 2D. In contrast, maximum systolic peak flow velocity was highly variable throughout this range and did not predict the severity of moderate or severe ICA narrowing (Fig 2B) . ( stenoses), confirmed by intra-arterial angiography (99% ICA stenoses), and successfully desobliterated thereafter.
Discussion
In the present study, the accepted standard of quantifying ICA stenosis (ie, assessment of maximal lumen diameter reduction using invasive angiography4,6,28) correlated strongly with methodologically diverse noninvasive measurements provided by CW Doppler (audible signal interpretation), CDDI (cross-sectional luminal area reduction), and MRA (luminal diameter reduction) (Fig 2) . More importantly, the predictive values of two of these noninvasive tests, CW Doppler and CDDI, were particularly high with respect to angiographic 70% to 99% stenosis, which could be predicted with 82% or 84% certainty and excluded with 97% or 98% certainty (Table 1) . Studies using intra-arterial angiography have shown that the identification of 70% to 99% ICA stenosis is important for secondary prevention of stroke with carotid endarterectomy.4,5 The question arises of whether the invasive method is still needed for quantifying ICA obstruction or for planning surgery.
In Figure  3 with the spread of data points in Fig 2A and 2C shows that most of the spread observed for 60% to 99% stenoses indeed fell within a range shaded in Fig 3,  illustrating (Fig 1) . Third, simultaneous assessment of the intracranial circulation is still a particular advantage offered by intra-arterial angiography. Although this may indeed be the strongest argument for its continued use,29 it deserves mentioning that no intraarterial angiogram of the present study disclosed an "intracranial lesion that was more severe than the surgically accessible lesion," to cite the only angiographic exclusion criterion of the North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial (NA-SCET).4 One of our patients (2%) suffered a minor stroke immediately after ipsilateral carotid angiography, a rate of neurological complications lying within the 2% to 3% range reported for symptomatic cerebrovascular patients in large prospective angiographic studies.32,33 Therefore, to us the question appears open and deserves further investigation of whether a possible benefit from improved presurgical planning29 may outweigh the risk of intra-arterial angiography.
The necessity of accurate and precise quantification of ICA stenosis has been clearly demonstrated in the NASCET study, in which benefit from surgery increased with degree of high-grade ICA narrowing. 4 Depending on the results of other ongoing trials,34,35 it may become crucial to differentiate between 60%, 70%, 80%, or 90% ICA stenosis in asymptomatic patients as well. This would further enhance the role of noninvasive technology. Our data suggest that both CW Doppler and CDDI can provide valid means of precisely quantifying 60% to 99% extracranial ICA stenosis (Fig 2A and 2C) . Although MRA correlated equally strongly with intraarterial angiography (Fig 2D) , the relatively frequent occurrence of a flow gap in 75% to 99% stenoses diminished the utility of MRA in more precise assessment. (Note that 17% of all ICAs examined with MRA showed this phenomenon and therefore have been excluded from the analysis shown in Fig 2D. ) This shortcoming is likely to be ameliorated in the near future by even shorter MR echo times and higher spatial image resolution. Nevertheless, cost effectiveness and rapid availability are among the reasons that will probably lead to the continued favor of ultrasonography as the primary diagnostic procedure in centers dealing with and following up large numbers of cerebrovascular patients.
